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Alan Aldridge
It was a dark and stormy night in the year 1949. A boy of just six years old is in the
kitchen of a home in the working class district of East London. His mum hands him dishes that
have just been washed in frigid water as they had no hot water and he was the drier. Suddenly,
there came a knock at the door. The boy’s mum answered the door and found a gauntly man
holding a black leather box, a storyteller going door to door in the hopes of earning a few
pennies. Although the family was very poor, the mum paid the storyteller three pennies. He hung
a white sheet on the wall and pulled out a lantern with a lens from the leather box. He inserted a
glass slide into the lantern and suddenly on the wall appeared words and illustrations. The gaunt
man told a fantastical story of a white rabbit and a girl named Alice while colorful illustrations
were projected onto the white sheet (Aldridge, 11). This moment was the catalyst that would take
a young boy and turn him into the designer who defined an entire generation. For a mere three
pennies a design superstar was born.
The young boy was Alan Aldridge and this moment from his childhood would stay with
him for the remainder of his life. He explains in his autobiography, The Man with Kaleidoscope
Eyes, “It was the most magically exhilarating time of my life, and Tenniel’s magnificent
illustrations haunted me. They became the yardstick by which to measure my own endeavors to
become an illustrator [...] (11).” Aldridge would become a designer and illustrator who worked
with the likes of The Beatles, Elton John, Andy Warhol and The Who. Although his endeavors
to become an illustrator, (inspired by the storyteller and Tenniel), were eventually fulfilled in
amazingly creative illustrations, the early direction of his adolescence would have indicated
otherwise.
Aldridge was born on June 1, 1943 in an industrialized London, a town that was
constantly covered with coal soot coming from the chimneys of houses and factories. The
soot most likely caused the weak lungs that Aldridge suffered from as a child. He was sickly

as a child and was made fun of by other schoolchildren who teased him for being a mummy’s
boy (Aldridge, 11). Despite the harshness of his childhood, Aldridge became an innovative,
self-reliant youth and started his own DIY porn business. He put his illustrative skills to work
by taking images of women in corsets and bras from ads in Vogue magazine, tracing them on
paper and adding giant breasts and pubic hair. He would then trade his DIY porn drawings for
cigarettes or sell them to his schoolmates. His business continued until his collection of porn
drawings was discovered by his mum who reminded Aldridge of his uncle who went off to Africa
to be an artist and later returned to London with syphilis and eventually died from drinking.
Aldridge’s mum feared he would one day end up like his uncle if he were to become an artist, but
to the teenage Aldridge his uncle’s fate seemed much more interesting than hanging around East
London (Davis).
Despite the minimum age for dropping out of school being 15 years old (Gillard),
Aldridge left school at age 14 (Dawood). Even as a teenager, Aldridge was ambitious; he held
several odd jobs including working as a chicken plucker, an insurance clerk, and a dock worker
before finding himself unemployed. It was after a chance meeting with an acquaintance, Wendy,
while he was having a drink at a bar in Soho that the trajectory of his life was changed. Wendy
was on her way to an interview at Charlotte Studio; she was carrying a flat bag containing her
artwork. Aldridge, with nothing better to do, accompanied Wendy to her interview. Upon coming
up to a dingy sign reading “Charlotte Studio” located in the back of a questionable alley, Wendy
decided she would rather not follow through with the interview. Aldridge, the unconventional
thinker that he was, asked Wendy if he could take her place and use her work to interview for the
job. Aldridge landed that first design job at Charlotte Studio at the age of twenty (Aldridge, 13).
Aldridge’s first assignment at the studio was to draw a sheep’s digestive tract for an
advertisement for a de-worming powder. He was given a rough of what the drawing should
look like by the studio manager, Tony, and was instructed to make the digestive tract keyline
0.7. It was clear over the next few hours that Aldridge had no idea what he was doing. Aldridge
confessed to Tony his lack of experience and even told him of the deceit he had pulled to get
the job. To his surprise, Tony finished the assignment and allowed Aldridge to take credit for his
work. Under Tony’s tutelage, Aldridge quickly learned the tricks of the design trade.
Aldridge worked at Charlotte Studio for nine months before being fired by his boss,

Lucien whom he referred to as “the Devil”. When the bosses left for the evening, the six artists
remained to work overtime, and they eventually decided to play a few games. The night Aldridge
got fired, the game was hide and seek and Aldridge was the seeker. As he was seeking he heard
a noise coming from the bathroom. He quietly made his way into the loo and bent down to see
if anyone was hiding in the stalls. He saw a pair of legs with pants around the ankles in the last
stall. He grabbed a mop that was left leaning against the wall, crept up to the stall and in one
move shoved the mop under the stall, hooked the feet of the unsuspecting victim and pulled. The
man in the stall came sliding down and to Aldridge’s surprise it was “the Devil”. “The Devil”
had not seen his face, so Aldridge ran back to his desk area and found the other artists were hard
at work. At the threat of having everyone fired if Aldridge didn’t confess that it was him who
pulled Lucien off the toilet, Aldridge admitted to his act and was fired instantly.
Aldridge soon found work at a coffee bar which required late nights but he would often
frequent another bar after working called Bunjies. It was at Bunjies that he saw a flier for a
‘Graphic Workshop’, an eight-week course being taught by some of the biggest names in the
design field at the time, although Aldridge did not recognize any of them. If a student was unable
to pay for the course, they could attend the course for free so long as they sat in the back. The
class also came with free coffee for those who could and those who could not pay. Aldridge went
for the free coffee at first (Aldridge, 23). His participation in this eight-week course enabled him
to meet the man who would change his life forever, Germano Facetti.
Each week in the course, an assignment was given to the students and their projects
were reviewed the following week. The last assignment was to design the cover for The Best
Detective Stories of Cyril Hare for Penguin Crime Series. The best cover design would be used
as the actual printed cover for the book and the designer would also win 25 pounds. Aldridge
and his then girlfriend, Rita, had already planned on getting married and were going on a
honeymoon the week the assignment was due, but that did not deter Aldridge from submitting
his proposed cover. Aldridge married Rita and they went on their honeymoon. They returned
home early, however, so Aldridge could work on his assignment. He created a “collage of clocks,
tits, eyeballs, keys, shadows” (Aldridge, 22) for his cover and won. Germano Facetti, one of the
instructors of the course and Art Director at Penguin Books, was so impressed by the originality
of his collage that he then took Aldridge under his wing.

Aldridge called himself Facetti’s ‘graphical gofer’ (Aldridge, 22), not only putting
together Facetti’s cover ideas but also doing work on Facetti’s freelance projects. While working
under Facetti, he was introduced to famous artists such as Frances Bacon, Frank Auerback and
Enzo Apicella as well as famous people like Princess Margaret. In 1964, Lord Snowdon hired
Facetti to design his new book of photographs, Private View, which depicted artists in their
studios with their art. Facetti relied upon Aldridge to put together layouts for the photographer to
review. This job required Aldridge to spend time at Kensington Palace where Princess Margaret
resided with her then husband, Lord Snowdon.
Aldridge worked in Lord Snowdon’s studio, located in Kensington Palace, and on one
particular day he was cropping photos with an X-acto knife on a lacquered table when Princess
Margaret walked in and asked Aldridge if he would like some tea. Before exiting the room,
Princess Margaret calmly said to Aldridge, “Alan, would you mind not cutting on that, it’s
a fifteenth-century Ming Dynasty table (Aldridge, 24).” On another occasion at Kensington
Palace, Aldridge found himself drinking cocktails and dancing with the princess. It was Princess
Margaret’s husband, Lord Snowdon, who would help secure Aldridge’s next big venture in his
design career.
From Lord Snowdon’s recommendation, Aldridge found himself employed as a junior
visualizer for London’s Sunday Times art department (Aldridge, 29). The Sunday Times art
department was the leading magazine in design, photography, illustration, and journalism at the
time (Dempsey). Aldridge was asked by Michael Rand, the art director of the Sunday Times, to
decorate a model of the Mini Cooper to represent it as a car for all people for the cover of The
Sunday Times Magazine. He was given an entire weekend for this assignment and struggled to
come up with anything. With only 24 hours remaining to get the assignment finished, Aldridge
had an epiphany. He decided to get a real full sized Mini Cooper car and paint directly on it
(Dempsey). The result was a cartoon version of a man who appears to be dressed in an aviator
suit sitting in the driver’s seat while a female counterpart is seated in the passenger’s seat. The
car is divided down the center and is adorned with stripes, flowers, and racing symbols and was
featured on the cover of The Sunday Times. In the short time that Aldridge was at The Sunday
Times, less than a year, he had managed to create one of the most iconic images of the 1960s.

Mini Cooper Cover for Sunday Times Magazine, 1965.
Aldridge’s decision to use a full size Mini Cooper to
illustrate on reveals the ambition and work ethic he had
as a young designer.

Aldridge’s short career at The Sunday Times came to an end after he received a phone
call from Tony Godwin, the chief editor for Penguin Books. Godwin was looking for a new art
director to replace Germano Facetti for Penguin’s Science Fiction Department and wanted to
know if Aldridge knew of any American designers who could fill the position. Aldridge claimed
not to know of any American designers but recommended himself for the job. Two weeks later,
with the blessing of Facetti, Aldridge was offered the position of science fiction art director at
Penguin Books (Aldridge, 31).
In 1965, at the age of 22, Aldridge began his career as art director for Penguin Science
Fiction Books. Aldridge was able to hire his own artists and set to work on changing the face of
Penguin. Aldridge, turning his back on the structured house style of the previous book covers,
took his flamboyant illustration/collage style and applied it to the new covers. Aldridge described
this time of revolution not only in design but in music and fashion in GQ’s article, “Alan
Aldridge on John Lennon, Drugs and Porn” as such:
Before my generation, Britain was in the knacker’s yard: Brylcreem, waistcoats, dull
drawings, dull jobs, dull magazines, dull movies, dull music. Then this lightning bolt hit
and there were all these kids in their early twenties taking over the reins, particularly in
the arts. There was the revolution of color in magazines. There was real adrenaline, you
could feel it. It was the first time you smelt joss sticks, girls looked really great, British

motorbikes were king of the world... [...].
To understand the revolutionary changes that occurred during the time Aldridge was art
director of the science fiction department, it is important to take a look at Penguin covers before
his time. In 1947, Jan Tschichold, a Swiss typographer, was hired by Penguin to refine the look
of Penguin’s book covers. Tschichold created a set of rules that all Penguin covers adhered to
(penguinsciencefiction.org). The constrained order of the Swiss style is evident on covers from
1954. Although a few Penguin covers made use of illustrations in the 1950s, most Penguin books
relied heavily on typographic elements and a three band layout that structured the books’ covers.

The Day of the Triffids, illustrated by John Griffiths,
1954.
Nineteen Eighty-Four (right), 1954.

In 1960, Tony Godwin was hired as the editorial adviser for Penguin books who
in turn hired Germano Facetti. Facetti was tasked with modernizing the look of Penguin
book covers while still adhering to the rules of Tschichold. Facetti commissioned artists to
develop a new cover look and it was Romek Marber who created the Marber grid layout

A Case of Conscience, 1963.
Nineteen Eighty-Four, cover by Germano Facetti,
1962.

(penguinsciencefictionorg). The Marber grid layout utilized the three band structure of
Tschichold’s rules but moved them to the upper most one-third section of the cover. This allowed
the remainder two-thirds of the book cover to be used for illustrations and art work.
In 1965, with Aldridge as art director, exploration of type, illustration, and photography
was encouraged. By 1966, Aldridge set up a formal style for the science fiction covers with
black being the primary color (MacPhee). The images on the covers were still constrained within
a rounded box and felt more like the old style covers with the band like structure. By 1967, a

My Enemy’s Enemy, illustrated by Aldridge, 1965.
Kiss Kiss, cover by Aldridge, 1966.

more consistent look for Penguin science fiction books was developed by Aldridge. Aldridge did
away with the grid structure of the box, added a large penguin in a purple oval, and used an out
of focus type for the title. Aldridge was fearless when it came to the new book covers. For the
cover of Roald Dahl’s Kiss Kiss (image above) his first thought was to put a man through a meat
grinder and it turned out to be one of his most favorite book covers. To achieve the cover for Kiss
Kiss, Aldridge photographed real raw meat being minced in a meat grinder. After the shoot he
went on holiday for a week and came back to a studio full of flies as he had forgotten to clean up
the minced meat after the shoot (Aldridge, 34).

The Wind From Nowhere, illustrated by Aldridge,
1967.
A Plague of Demons, illustrated by Aldridge, 1967.

With such dramatic changes came controversy. Many authors found Aldridge’s vision and
style offensive and threatened to get their books published elsewhere. The imitated Swiss style
that the British applied to their own design aesthetic was abandoned by Aldridge. He placed his
images at the forefront taking over nearly the entire cover. Many of the new covers’ illustrations
took on the colors of the counterculture art movement of the time and used psychedelic and
surreal imagery, imagery that was unwelcomed by Penguin’s Board. Aldridge’s boss, Tony
Godwin, the man who hired him and never held him back as the art director of science fiction
was terminated by Penguin. And with Godwin’s termination came Aldridge’s termination soon
after.
Aldridge only worked with Penguin for two years, from 1965 to 1967, as an art director,
but within that time he had become a celebrity, with a fan club. He frequented fashionable parties
and had worked with Nova, the hippest magazine in London. Aldridge was commissioned by
Nova to illustrate a review of the Beatles album, Revolver. He wasn’t allowed to hear any of the
songs and had to come up with images based on the lyrics of “Doctor Robert”, “Taxman” and
“Eleanor Rigby” (Davis). A week after the review was published with his illustrations, Aldridge
received a phone call from John Lennon in which he told Aldridge that he really liked his work.
By 1968, Aldridge along with Harry Willock, who worked with him at Penguin,
established Ink Design Studio. They focused on music graphics and Ink’s first and biggest client
was Apple Corp, The Beatles’ enterprise and record label (Wingfield). John Lennon dubbed
Aldridge as “His Royal Master of Images to Their Majesties, The Beatles” and became the
group’s “official design consultant” (Davis). Aldridge’s work and relationship with the Beatles

Cover and inside spread of The Beatles Illustrated Lyrics, 1969.

would become a major influence on his life and career. Aldridge often consulted with Lennon
and McCartney at Apple’s headquarters on Savile Row regarding new commissions, including
an apple shaped radio. Aldridge designed and illustrated the Beatles’ album covers as well as The
Beatles Illustrated Lyrics, an illustrated book of the Beatles’ song lyrics. Philip Norman, author
of Shout! The True Story Of The Beatles, described Aldridge as being,
“[...] as big in graphic design as the Beatles were in music. His talent was as radical
and wide-ranging as theirs. He seemed to be reinventing the whole world. He was not
an artist like Hockney, performing for a small elite, but a jobbing commercial artist 		
whose productions attained the status of art. He took his vision directly to the masses
(Davis).”
Aldridge’s illustrations were being sought after by the Rolling Stones, Cream, and The
Who. His album cover for The Who’s second album, A Quick One, which depicts the four band
members illustrated in a pop-art style with song titles coming out of their instruments, earned
him a Grammy nomination. It was his work for Andy Warhol, however, that almost landed him
in jail.

A Quick One by The Who, album cover by
Aldridge, 1966.

Chelsea Girls, poster by Aldridge, 1968.
It was illegal to have nipples showing on
posters that were displayed for the public
(Aldridge, 77).

Chelsea Girls, a movie by Any Warhol was being premiered in London at the Arts
Lab and it was the Arts Lab that contacted Aldridge to create a poster for the movie premier.
Not knowing anything about the movie, Aldridge had a sudden vision of a girl with a door
and windows that opened up like an advent calendar placed on her nude body to represent
the Chelsea Hotel. The windows of this “hotel” would look into the seedy happenings of the
residents and were crafted in clay as small characters. The poster was posted all over the West
End of London to promote the film, and soon Aldridge received a call from the Arts Lab telling
him two police officers had a warrant for his arrest and were looking for him. He was being
charged with distributing pornography. The case was eventually dropped when his lawyer
pointed out the fact that Aldridge merely created the poster but was not involved in either the
distribution or the posting of the poster (Aldridge, 77).
By the early 1970s, The Beatles had broken up and Aldridge’s career as a music graphic
designer had also faltered. He closed down his design studio and was now living in Norfolk
with his wife and his children. It was in Norfolk where Aldridge discovered The Butterfly’s
Ball and the Grasshopper’s Feast, a poem by William Roscoe. He had been looking for an
illustration project and was inspired by the Victorian poem written in 1807 (Aldridge, 94).
The storytelling experience of the projected Tenniel illustrations that remained with him since
childhood inspired a new creative venture in his own life. His illustrations for The Butterfly’s Ball
and the Grasshopper’s Feast are reminiscent of Tenniel’s illustrations from Alice’s Adventures
in Wonderland. Aldridge’s illustrations of anthropomorphic creatures are taken to a new level of
imagination.
The White Rabbit from Alice’s Adventures
in Wonderland (left), by Lewis Carroll and
illustrated by John Tenniel, 1865.
The Harlequin Hare from The Butterfly’s Ball
and the Grasshopper’s Feast, illustrated by Alan
Adridge, 1973.
Tenniel’s work had a long lasting affect on
Aldridge as an illustrator. He used Tenneil’s work
as the standard by which to judge the quality of
his own. Aldridge looked up to Tenniel, even
going as far as calling him his hero.

His vibrant illustrations take the viewer on a whimsical adventure with animals and
insects adorned in period clothing. Mice are fitted with swords and birds wear top hats. There is
even a rabbit dressed as a one-man band with tiny cymbals tied to each of its ears and bells tied
to its feet. The rabbit, dressed in a purple checkered suit, carries drums on its back and plays an
accordion while marching down a dirt road. The rabbit’s companion, a beetle dressed as a jester,
merrily dances to the music as it leads the way. A rooster in the background is leaning against
a fence and admiringly listens to the rabbit’s music. Aldridge’s characters live in an alternate
animal universe.
Aldridge’s visionary achievement with the The Butterfly’s Ball and the Grasshopper’s
Feast would become the biggest selling illustrated book in the world and he was awarded the
Whitbread Children’s Book of the Year Award in 1973 (Wingfield). Clearly that magical three
penny moment from his childhood had now paid off its dividends.

Cover and pages from The Butterfly’s Ball and the Grasshopper’s Feast, 1973.

In 1975, Aldridge made a return to the music scene. Elton John knew Aldridge as “[...]
one of the leading pop artists of the sixties and seventies” (Aldridge, 102) and asked Aldridge to
design and illustrate the album cover for Captain Fantastic and the Brown Dirt Cowboy. After
listening to the album and being inspired by its dark sound Aldridge drew a cover “[...] showing
a quagmire of pimps and con men, thieves and despots, rats, poseurs, losers and boozers, all
trying to grab a piece of Captain Fantastic (Aldridge, 102).” Aldridge took visual elements from
Bosch’s The Garden of Earthly Delights and applied it to his cover for Captain Fantastic and
the Brown Dirt Cowboy. In his own illustrative style, combining the psychedelic and surreal,
Aldridge created a dystopian universe in which amphibians and vermin seem to threaten the
safety of the Brown Dirt Cowboy, who is sheltered within a glass sphere. A rat with flaming eyes

Aldridge’s album cover for Elton John’s Captain Fantastic and the Brown Dirt
Cowboy was not only influenced by Bosch but also by the dark sound of the
music on the album, 1975.

peers menacingly into the sphere. On the front of the album sleeve is Captain Fantastic who is
riding his piano and has broken free from his sphere. The front of the cover takes on a brighter
but still muted color palette and implies a shift in mood, a world that is safer, welcoming. The
cover perfectly illustrates the dark feel of the music with its menacing world of treacherous
characters while also offering a sense of hope with Captain Fantastic’s bigger than life smile that
we see after he emerges from the glass bubble. Aldridge earned, for the second time in his life, a
Grammy nomination for his cover for Captain Fantastic and the Brown Dirt Cowboy.
Aldridge was not only inspired by the dark, broody songs of the album, he was also

inspired by the name Captain Fantastic. He envisioned an animated movie starring Elton John as
Captain Fantastic and Bernie Taupin, lyricist for Elton John, as The Kid. He pitched the idea to
Elton John, Taupin, and John Reid, Elton’s manager, who then pitched the idea to Sid Sheinberg,
president of Universal Pictures. Universal liked the idea and wanted to see a script.
In 1976, Aldridge joined Taupin in Barbados to start writing the script for the Captain
Fantastic movie. Both Taupin and Aldridge were recovering from divorces and spent much of
their time in Barbados drinking their sorrows away. They quickly realized Barbados was not the
place to get work done and headed to Los Angeles. There Taupin and Aldridge managed to write
the script in eight weeks which was loved by Universal and they worked out an initial budget
(Aldridge, 113). With the movie came merchandising deals. Aldridge even met with Stan Lee to
discuss monthly issues of Captain Fantastic’s Adventures in Poptroplis, a comic book spin off.
Aldridge saw much promise in the movie that he had written, but ultimately it would be scrapped
by Universal. There was speculation that the movie was canceled due to Elton John’s open
discussion about his homosexuality (Wingfield). Aldridge returned to London from LA feeling
utterly defeated.
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We went to say goodbye to Oliver
monthly issues of Captain Fanta6tic'6
Poster for the Captain
and
the Brown
Dirt
Cowboy
at hisFantastic
hotel - but were told
he'd been
Adventure6 in
Poptropoli6.
asleep for the past two days and didn't·
Next, there was a meeting at the Four
like waking anytime soon. We
Seasons restaurant with the legendary
movie (top), 1977. look
were glad he was still alive ...
merchandising agent Ed Justin. I liked

out; Bernie was next at eight. The score
stood at England 22, Barbados (with all
three of their team still in) 24. Oliver
did his ninth shot and finally one of
the Barbadians crashed out. Oliver
knocked back ten and eleven and
another Barbadian stumbled on his
tenth. England 25, Barbados 28 .
On the thirteenth shot the last of the
Barbados team passed out, which left
Oliver needing to pop four more shots
to win. The bar went quiet as Oliver,
who seemed totally in control of his
faculties, blithley downed four shots
and said 'Gentlemen, I think that's a win
for England.' He scooped up the money,

LA was different - it's Tinseltown,
the movie capital of the world. There's
an energy about the place, a dog eats
dog, sink or swim, that energizes you
to wanna work, and work we did.
Captain Fantastic Enterprises had an
office on South Beverly Drive where
Bernie and I had desks facing each
other. We'd get in around noon each
day and I would talk through each
unfolding scene and Bernie would type

Ed, a lugubrious, world-weary sort of a
guy who cracked jokes without creasing
a smile. He wanted exclusive world
rights to represent Captain Fantastic he was so sure the project would make
millions that he was prepared to put up
his own money. Ed withdrew from the
inside pocket of his overly tight Brooks
Brothers suit what looked like a solid
gold cigarette case, rectangular in
shape. What happened next goes down

Sketches from the Captain Fantastic movie, 1977.
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Between the years 1976 and 1979, Aldridge illustrated The Ship’s Cat, The Peacock
Party, a sequel to The Butterfly Ball, and The Lion’s Cavalcade. All three of these books were
a continuation of the anthropomorphic illustrations Aldridge had so successfully done in The
Butterfly Ball. His imagination for creating fanciful worlds seemed to progress and his style of
illustration became even more refined and detailed with his last three books.

Cover and pages from The Ship’s Cat, 1977.

Cover and pages from The Peacock Party, 1979.

Cover and pages from The Lion’s Cavalcade, not publsihed until 1980.

In Aldridge’s first illustrated book, The Butterfly Ball, details were created by air brushing
highlights and shadows. His earlier illustrations appear softer and almost dreamlike. His newer
illustrations have a heightened sense of detail created by the additional line work included with
the air brushing. The environment Aldridge creates within these illustrations have more attention
to detail. His anthropomorphic creatures take on even more human like characteristics because
the viewer is now seeing them in a more human like environment. The images themselves also
have a more dramatic sense of lighting which helps to create emotion.

The Grasshopper from The Butterfly Ball and the Grasshoppers Feast (left),1973.
The Tailor Bird from The Peacock Party, 1979.

The two images above help to compare how Aldridge’s anthropomorphic illustrations
became more refined over a span of six years. The grasshopper from The Butterfly Ball is
clearly the focus of attention in the left image. Most of the detail is in the grasshopper itself; the
environment is secondary. The tailor bird’s environment is treated much more differently. The
bird is still the primary focus of the image but the viewer is encouraged to explore beyond the
bird and into its environment. From the framed images hanging on the wall of the tailor’s room
the viewer can surmise that this bird is a tailor to a high class of birds — the tailor bird has a skill
set that is sought after by others of his kind. Aldridge not only gives the bird physical human-like
characteristics, but he has also given it a human-like personality.
In 1980, Aldridge made a permanent move to Los Angeles where he lived until his death

in 2017. Aldridge never lost his ambition and work ethic while in LA. He was asked by Isaac
Tigrett, creator of the House of Blues and founder of Hard Rock Cafe (who’s logo was designed
by Aldridge), to be the creative director of that enterprise, with one condition, that he first go
to India with Tigrett to meet Sai Baba, an Indian guru to whom Tigrett was devoted. Tigrett
explained that if they were able to get an audience with Sai Baba and he approved of Aldridge
becoming the creative director, the job was his. Aldridge wasn’t entirely sure he wanted the job
but went to India anyway. There he did get the blessing of Sai Baba and became the creative
director for the House of Blues. He held the position of creative director for two years producing
designs for t-shirts, TV commercials, books, sauce labels, and posters. For a job he was hesitant
to take, he fortunately loved his time at the House of Blues.

Hard Rock Cafe logo, 1971.
House of Blues logo, 1995.

House of Blues event poster, 1996.

Aldridge had come a long way from his days as a sickly child. Without a formal
education he held such high position jobs as art director and creative director. His ambition never
faltered even with the discouragement and fear expressed by his mother of him becoming an
artist. He held fast to the excitement and influence the storyteller and Tenniel gave him as
a poor “mummy’s boy” and grew into a man who in turn would excite and influence an entire
generation. He defined his own style in both collage and illustration and executed it with
conviction and exquisite craftsmanship. He reveled in the minute details to thrill readers to
explore his illustrations carefully. The magic and wonderment he found in Tenniel’s work he also
infused into his own fantastical, imaginative illustrations.
He was a fearless designer who redefined the style of his generation, taking the structured
aesthetic of the British design world and allowing experimentation and play. His illustrations
became the style of the young generation of the 60s. He was called a superstar by the people who
knew him and had dubbed himself a “graphic entertainer”. He rubbed elbows with the wealthy,
creative style makers of his day. He was a natural talent and draftsman whose illustrations looked
to the minute details of the animals he portrayed as anthropomorphized versions of themselves.

Images taken at London’s Design Museum of Aldridge’s retrospective exhibition.
Photos taken by Luke Hayes, 2008. (Dawood)

Aldridge was a diligent artist as his retrospective of his work at London’s Design
Museum demonstrates with his creative work covering the walls and floors of the installation. 		
He worked with pop icons and was on the brink of becoming one himself. It may be his good
fortune that the failure of the Elton John film and his decision to return to illustration seriously
enabled him to leave the world of temporary fame to use his drawing skill to support himself. His
endeavors to become an illustrator and his accomplishments were achieved because he was truly
an innovator with an unabashed style and an endless imagination. He was indeed a “superstar”;
who entertained and touched the minds of millions through his work.

Alan Aldridge, 1943-2017.
Photo by Miles Aldridge of his father for the New York
Times magazine, 2007.
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